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“Independent Study aims to empower students; to take more control of 

their learning by giving them a structured time within their routine to do 

the following: organise, revisit, reflect, review, personalise and develop 

learning.” 

 

This booklet provides an opportunity for you to study your subjects with a level 

of independence and develop passions, skills and expertise that will not only be 

enjoyable but build a level of resilience and discipline that will undoubtedly 

advance you as a learner both in and out of school.  

Expectations:  

• You have designated independent study slots in your timetable in which 

you should be working towards completing tasks. 

• You will need to select tasks across your subjects, making sure you 

demonstrate independence across the curriculum. Don’t just focus on one 

subject!  

• Should you wish to propose a task for one of your subjects that is not 

detailed in this booklet, you are encouraged to speak to speak to your 

class teacher.  

• Sometimes teachers may ask you to complete an Independent Study task 

in a directed homework slot.  

• Each homework task should take 20-30 minutes. In the case of many of 

these tasks, they will require time and thought over a series of slots in your 

timetable, rather than one slot. Be sure to accurately record what you have 

done and when you have spent in your planner. 

• You may also use this time to consolidate your learning, go back over a 

difficult task, revise new vocabulary or apply a new skill learnt that day.  

• You must record your independent study in your planner on the day it is 

undertaken and be prepared to discuss what you have undertaken.  

• At timely points in the academic year, your class teachers and your tutor 

will ask you to share what you have achieved. Feedback will be given and 

achievements celebrated.  



 

Advice: 

• Use this time as an opportunity to expand you knowledge around the 

curriculum and to learn skills ready for future assessments.  

• Devote the same energy as you should do to your regular set tasks. 

• Do communicate with your teachers, peers and parents – share successes, 

ask questions and introduce discussion.  

• Take risks. We learn as much about ourselves through making mistakes.  

• Be imaginative and have fun! 
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CARE 

Students are expected to detail an activity in which they have 

contributed to the well-being of others, in or outside of the school 

community. Some suggested activities are detailed below.  

• Volunteer for an hour at an organisation of your choice. 

• Buy a gift for a relative or friend…just because. 

• Do a good turn for a friend or a relative…just because. 

• Write a thank-you note to someone who won’t expect it. 

• Find unneeded items in your house and donate them to a charitable 

organisation. 

• Read to a young member of your family. 

• Volunteer to coach at a local sports club. 

• Plant a tree. 

• Think of something you do well, and use your talent to benefit others - 

for example performing magic tricks at a children’s hospital or playing 

music at a nursing home. 

• Teach an elderly person to use a computer to surf the Internet or write 

e-mails. 

• Organise a family meal and appreciate being together. 

• Collect stuffed animals or toys from family members, friends, and 

neighbours and donate them to an organisation that helps children. 

• Take a walk outside with friends, family or alone and stop and look 

around you. Take time to appreciate nature. 

• Find a piece of winter clothing that you haven’t worn all season, and 

donate it to a charity. 



• Donate an old mobile phone or electrical item to charity. 

• Tidy your bedroom. 

• Spontaneously offer to clean and tidy a room in your house. 

• Polish your shoes…and your families. 

• Offer to cook or clean for the family of someone who has recently given 

birth or lost a loved one. 

• Sign up for a CPR course. 

• Plant a vegetable garden, and donate the vegetables to a food pantry. 

• Pick up 50 pieces of litter in your neighbourhood.  

• Offer to read to or play games with someone living in a nursing or 

retirement home. 

• Save articles about people performing acts of kindness as a source of 

inspiration and motivation for you and your family. 

• Decide to make one change in yourself that will make you a better 

person. Act upon it. 

• Swallow your pride and apologise for something you’ve done – whether 

big or small. 

• Treat a friend to a drink and a cake. 

• Return a phone call you have been putting off. 

• Volunteer at a soup kitchen. 

• Recycle whatever paper, bottles and plastic items possible. 

• Ask a loved one about their day. 

• Take the time to make another member of the school community feel 

welcome. 



 

ART 
What is a still life? Here is a definition provided by Wikipedia: 

A work of art depicting mostly inanimate subject matter, typically commonplace objects 

which may be either natural or man-made 

While senior Art students are usually free to come up with their own topic or theme, 

many middle school or junior high school students are required to work with objects 

and scenes that meet the following criteria: 

• Viewable first-hand 

• Visually interesting, with a range of different textures, reflections, surfaces and forms 

• Small enough to set up and arrange in the classroom (light, easily moveable) 

• Able to arranged in different ways, creating original compositions so that multiple 

exciting works can be created 

• Durable enough to be handled safely by enthusiastic teenagers (without sharp or 

dangerous parts, for example) 

• Able to be stored from lesson to lesson without eroding, decaying or breaking (this 

is not necessary if the still life can be drawn within a single lesson or photographed 

for completion at a later date) 

• Appropriate for younger students to view (i.e. not offensive) 

This article includes great work by students as well as famous still life artists. It is a work 

in progress, with many more ideas to be added over time!  

Have a go at creating your own! Use the criteria above and the images provided to help 

you! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Still_life


 

Machinery and mechanical parts, such as old sewing machines, disassembled clocks, 

cogs/wheels and typewriters, inspired by this drawing from Parkway North High School, 

United States, taught by Art teacher and artist Grant Kniffen: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.pkwy.k12.mo.us/north/teachers/gkniffen/AP%20Studio/APStudio.htm%20gkniffen@pkwy.k12.mo.us%20kniffeng@yahoo.com


 

Science equipment, inspired by this pencil still life from a student of Grant Kniffen at 

Parkway North High School, United States: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.pkwy.k12.mo.us/north/teachers/gkniffen/AP%20Studio/APStudio.htm


 

Dolls, train sets and other toys, such as this observational drawing of a teddy bear 

completed as part of an AQA GCSE Art and Design project student by Holly 

Reynolds from King Edward VI Camp Hill School For Girls: 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.studentartguide.com/gallery/memories
https://www.facebook.com/hollyreynoldsart
https://www.facebook.com/hollyreynoldsart


 

Fruit and vegetables, inspired by Paul Cezanne’s still life with apples: 

 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_C%C3%A9zanne


 

Driftwood, rope and fishing accessories, as inspired by these Roy Lichtenstein still life 

compositions (images © Estate of Roy Lichtenstein): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.lichtensteinfoundation.org/


 

Shells, as in these artworks from the students of Elizabeth Jendek (from left to right): 

Marisa Leong, Supanan Lee, Miri Morita, Warin (Pinky) Rungsakaolert and Po Yuan, 

completed while studying at Thai Chinese International School, Samutprakarn, Thailand: 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.elizabethjendek-visualarts.com/
http://www.tcis.ac.th/


 

Origami or folded paper, inspired by this observational drawings by Sean Dooley, a 

graduate of Savannah College of Art and Design: 

 

 

 

Contemporary food and packages, as in this still life painting by Tom Wesselmann 

(Art © Estate of Tom Wesselmann / Licensed by VAGA, New York, NY): 

 

 

 

http://www.smdooley.com/Class/draw101/p1.html
http://tomwesselmannestate.org/


 

 

PERCEPTIONS OF IDENTITY 
 

 



 



 



The importance of a good composition 

 

 

 



BIOLOGY 
1. Biology- Keeping Healthy 

You are either an owner of a gym or a sports coach, your challenge is to design an exercise 

routine and diet plan that you can present to your Gym members or players. 

You must include: your exercise workout, how muscles work, why you need to exercise, a 

meal plan explained, and what equipment/resources do you need? 

2. There is a zombie out break and a deadly disease is spreading across Leicester. You must 

design an information poster on pathogens and disease. To try and prevent the whole of 

CRANBROOK turning into flesh eating zombies!  

You must include: the differences between bacteria and viruses, how pathogens cause 

disease, preventing microbes getting into your body, drugs that are used to treat disease 

(antibiotics) what vaccinations do 

 

3. Biology- Coordination and control 

You have been set a task to create a revision poster on how your central nervous system 

works, the challenge is to work independently, this means you have to work by yourself to 

find information and complete the task! 

• You must include: information on responding to change, how your nervous system 

works, reflex actions. 

 

4. Your challenge is to make a presentation that will be presented to a group of year 7s. 

You must explain to them how hormones and the menstrual cycle works, the artificial 

control of fertility and IVF  

You must include: pictures, information and appropriate language for a year 7 to 

understand. 

 

5. Biology- Medicine and Drugs 

After years and years of testing and probing there has been an amazing discovery, students 

everywhere will be saved from boring old teachers and lessons with the awesome 

breakthrough in science of  a new exciting drug that is being released that can cure 

boredom!!! 

Your challenge is to design a web page that explains how new drugs are tested and why we 

need to test them thoroughly.  

• You must include: what stages there are in testing and trailing a new drug, information 

and pictures 



6. You are a sports coach and you have found out that one of your players has been taking 

drugs. You have been asked by your manager to follow the player and observe where the 

player goes and what they do. Write a report on the player explaining what drugs are and 

how to catch a cheat in sport. 

You must include: what are legal and illegal drugs, the ethics of using drugs in sport. 

 

7. Biology- Adaptations for survival 

TASK: Design and draw a made up creature and explain what the creature needs to survive 

and why it has adapted the way it had to live. Eg a big warm coat was adapted because it 

lives in Antarctica. 

• You must include: what it eats and drinks, why it has adapted the way it has, where it is 

in the food chain (who eats it?)  

 

8. TASK: Research why all the honey bees are disappearing and produce a poster for save 

the bees explaining how we can help the bees. 

You must include: what environmental changes could have happened e.g. temperature. How 

can we help the bees?   

  

9. Biology- Energy in Biomass 

TASK: You are a CSI and have just been called out to a dead decaying body in a rubbish bin. 

Your supervisor has asked you to find out why things decay and what the process of decay 

is. This will help with the case and prosecution of the prime murder suspect. YOU MUST 

INCLUDE: the process of decay and the conditions in which it needs to be for decay and a 

diagram of the carbon cycle as well as a definition. 

 

10. Biology- Variation, reproduction and new technology 

TASK: you have been asked to research why we look like our family members and how 

cloning works. You have been challenged to produce a leaflet explaining this. 

YOU MUST INCLUDE: what are genes and chromosomes and how they affect the way we 

look. Types of reproduction. Genetic and environmental differences and cloning.  

 

11. Biology- Evolution 

TASK: where did we come from? You have been challenged to make a fact file explaining the 

theories of evolution. You can use comic book style animations to help you explain the 

theories. 

YOU MUST INCLUDE: Lamarck’s theory of evolution, Charles Darwin’s ideas, the reasons why 

people object to these theories, and the process of natural selection. 
 



CHEMISTRY 
Task 1: 

 

Complete the following table to show understanding of elements, compounds and molecules. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. COMMON LAB EQUIPMENT 
 

Element Compound Mixture 

Diagram: Diagram: 
 

One type of atom, on its 

own or joined to 

another atom of the 

same type 

Description: Description: 

Examples: Examples: Examples: 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 



How can you best represent this as a 2D drawing?  What is it actually used for? 

Name Photo Diagram Use 

1. Pipette 

 

  

2. Beaker 

 

  

3. Thermometer 

 

  

4. Boiling Tube 

 

  

5. Test Tube 

 
 

 
 

  

6. Clamp Stand  

 

  

7. Boss 

 

  

8. Clamp 

 

  

9. Gauze 

 

  



10. Heatproof Mat 

 

  

11. Tripod 

 

  

12. Test tube holder 

 

  

13. Tongs 

 

  

14. Bunsen Burner 

 

  

 

 

Task 3 

The gases in the Periodic Table  

 

We are all familiar with gases – we breathe them in every day – but how many elements in the 

periodic table are actually gases at room temperature? 

You should produce a poster detailing which elements are naturally gases, what they look like 

and whether they are useful, toxic or explosive (or all three!). 

The poster should be colourful with a good level of detail for each gas you find. 

 

 

 

 

 



Hazard warning 
signs 

 

 

Hazard warning sign How would you handle a chemical with this sign on its 

container? 

Corrosive   

Toxic  

Highly  

flammable 

 

Explosive  

Oxidising  

Harmful   

Irritant   

Environmental  

hazard 

 

Radiation  

 

Task 5 

Task 4 



The History of Chemistry  

 

The word chemistry comes from the historical word Alchemy. 

Find out what Alchemy means, what was the key goal? 

Produce a timeline showing some of the Key Scientists and dates who transformed Alchemy 

into Chemistry. 

Task 6 

The metals in the periodic table 

 

The periodic table contains a large number of elements that are metals. 

Choose 10 metals and describe the following for each one: 

• The colour 

• The chemical symbol 

• The properties (is it soft or hard, liquid even?) 

• Is it magnetic or non-magnetic? 

• What use do we make of it in society? 

 

Task 7 

Using ideas about particles 
 

Scientists can use their imagination to make models of the way they think that particles are 

arranged and the way that they move. These models can explain the observations that we 

make, and can sometimes be used to make further predictions. 

 

1 Cut out all the boxes (on the two pages overleaf). 

 Think about which of the ‘theory’ boxes best matches each observation. 

 Then look at the ‘particle model’ boxes and find the correct diagram. 

 When you have matched up the six sets correctly, stick them into your book. 

 

[ knowledge ] 

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  



Observations 
 

A 

When water boils, it stays at the 

same temperature as long as 

there is some water left. 

 B  

Ice is a solid which floats on 

water. Snowflakes are always 

six-sided shapes. 

 C 

If you spill some petrol, it 

evaporates very quickly. 

Water takes longer to 

evaporate. 

     

D 

When the water boils, the heat 

gives the particles enough energy 

to escape from the liquid.  

 E 

When ice melts, it takes up less 

space. 

 F 

When you heat water, it 

expands (gets bigger). 

 

 

Theories 
 

1 

In ice there is a regular 

arrangement of particles. The 

particles build up in hexagon 

rings. This explains the shape of 

snowflakes. There are gaps in the 

middle of the rings, which means 

that ice is less dense than water. 

 2 

Hot water takes up more space 

than the same amount of cold 

water. In any volume, there will 

be fewer particles of hot water 

than cold. 

 3 

The bonds between particles 

of petrol are weaker than the 

bonds between particles of 

water. It is easier for the 

petrol particles to escape 

from the liquid and 

evaporate into the air.   

     

4 

When the water boils, the heat 

gives the particles enough energy 

to escape from the liquid.  

 5 

As the water heats up, the 

particles gain energy and move 

faster. This movement means 

that the water takes up more 

space. 

 6 

When the ice melts, the 

hexagon pattern is broken 

up. The particles do not have 

any particular arrangement, 

and there are fewer gaps 

between them. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Particle models 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
METALS or NON-METALS ELEMENTS – The remaining letters give one fact about metals. 

 

S E E N N E G O R T I N B ARGON IRON 

U N L V O S O D I U M O D BORON LEAD 

L I I E H B E R Y M R A N BROMINE LITHIUM 

P R T N Y C R E T O E E N CALCIUM NEON 

H O H I D A A A N L G I M CARBON NICKEL 

U L I D R L B L C Y C U S CHLORINE NITROGEN 



R H U O O C R C X K I I C COBALT OXYGEN 

O C M I G I O O E L L T O COPPER SILVER 

X N A D E U M L E V I U P GOLD SODIUM 

E C G R N M I H E N T S P HELIUM SULPHUR 

N E L O G E N R C T R I E HYDROGEN TIN 

O C I T L O E Y N E O N R IODINE XENON 

NNORIDNCOBALT   
               

 
 

All the words in the word search are elements. Are they metals or non-metals? 
 
Put all the words in the word search list into the table in the correct column 

 
 

Metals Non-Metals 
    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

 
 

 

What are the missing elements? 

 

It was a hot day and the (Hg)___________ was still rising.  The kid was at the gym pumping 

(Fe)____________ and he was working hard to fill his lungs with enough (O)___________.  Sweat 

poured off him and he desperately needed some water, which had to be bottled as he hated the taste 

of (F)_____________. 



     Today was the day The Kid had been waiting for.  He had carefully planned the 

(Rn)____________ the bank!  The Kid dreamed of the (Ne)___________lights of Blackpool and was 

sure that the bank vault was loaded with (Au)___________. 

     Just before closing, The Kid made his entrance. ‘It’s (S)___________ one and one for all!’, he 

squeaked as if he had swallowed the contents of a (He)____________ balloon.  ‘Open the vault or I’ll 

fill you full of (Pb)___________!’ 

     The manager just grinned and did as he was told.  The vault was empty except for a 

(Sn)__________ of beans!  ‘The gold bars?’ gasped The Kid.  ‘They (Ar)____________!’  ‘Yes!’ 

Chuckled the manager, ‘this branch closes down today.  The gold went weeks ago.  Still, every cloud 

has a (Ag)____________ lining: the alarm was removed this morning.  Beat it before I call a 

(Cu)____________.  You haven’t got a (Ni)_______________.’   The Kid snatched the beans and 

was gone with the wind.    

     The bank manager called the police to report the incident and to give The Kid’s description.  

‘Short purple dreadlocks! I bet he spent all day (Pt)____________!’, laughed the officer. 

      The Kid had brought drama to an otherwise (B)____________ afternoon.  No fear of a 

(C)_____________ copy crime here, thought the manager, as he closed the bank for the last time.  

I wonder if the police will (Cs)____________! 

 

 

 

Computer Science 
 

1. Use Codeacademy to learn to code in a language (or further your studies in 
class). 



 
2. Create a poster for display on a topic covered in lessons e.g. eSafety, using 

software, coding etc 
 

 
3. Create a poster/presentation on a famous Computer Scientist and their 

work 
 

4. Create a video tutorial to support other students on a topic in Computer 
Scientist 
 

 
5. 5. Using a program of your choice, set up a revision/learning programme 

that will lead you up to Year 7 or Year 8 exams? 

 

6.  Taking a subject or topic you find particularly challenging, set up a revision 

activity or game to help you and your peers. 

 

 

 

 

 

DRAMA 
1. Watch a play or film and write a review. 

 

 



2. Make a poster for a Roald Dahl story (read play, understand characters etc.). 

 

 

3. Prince Charming is writing an appeal newspaper article looking for the whereabouts 

of Cinderella (think standout imagery/keywords – read Grimm’s Fairy Tales story of 

Cinderella for inspiration). Write the article.  

 

 

4. Narrate an existing play of your choice in fewer than 500 words. Focus on: key 

moments, themes, key characters. Separate it into Acts if you feel it will help with 

structure.  

 

 

5. Pick one of your favourite plays and design your own set ideas for staging this 

production. You can draw/sketch or physically create.  

 

 

6. Design a display poster that covers one topic or technique you have learnt in drama. 

E.g. mime. Make it as appealing as you can as it might just end up on the display 

boards in the Performing Arts Centre!   

 

 

7. You are creating a Charlie Chaplin short scene; brainstorm your ideas and put 

together a plot (think of a problem that the character needs to overcome, for 

example: there is a leak in the ceiling…). 

 

 

8. Create a TV advertisement script that is promoting a new (imaginary) theatre that 

you’ve recently built. Consider what makes this theatre stand out from the rest.  

 

 

ENGLISH 
 



1. Select a character that captures you from the class reader; create a piece of art that is 

inspired by them, and their actions in the novel. You will need to be prepared to inform 

an audience of your motivations and ideas. 

 

2. Carefully research one of the settings that feature within your reading book. Create an 

informative poster that includes information on its: 

• People 

• Cultures and traditions 

• Geography 

• History 

 

3. Conduct research in to an explorer, inventor or adventurer. Devise a new coded 

language. Write a 30-50 word piece of writing about a famous explorer, using this new 

language, detailing who they are, where they went and what they achieved. Your 

classmates will attempt to break the code. 

 

4. Group task. Groups should not be of more than five.  Shoot a short fictional film about a 

mythical creature or legend. (Either one that your audience will be aware of, or one that 

is created by the group.) You must think carefully about your choice of locations, actors, 

lighting, costume and sound. Films can be created through use of video cameras or 

mobile phones.  Parental permission will need to be gained if borrowing equipment and 

when selecting shooting locations. 

 

5. Develop your vocabulary. Locate and learn (spellings and definitions) thirty new 

adjectives. Ensure you make use of all thirty words within written pieces over the next 

four weeks in English and any other relevant subject. Highlight these words in your 

exercise book. 

 

6. Select a poem (at least 12 lines in length) and memorise it, ready for recital. You will 

need to think carefully about performance, considering the tone, pace and range of your 

voice, body language and facial expressions. 

 

7. Create a poem (maximum of 30 lines) that draws upon their attitudes to the world 
around them. Ideally, try to draw a thematic link with the class reader.  
 

 
8. Choose a modern day ‘hero’ that people look up to. Through research on the Internet, 

newspapers, magazines, radio and TV, build a portrait of this person. Your information 

will be presented in a series of PowerPoint slides, with the objective of communicating: 

 



• Who idolises them  

• Why are they idolised 

• How different publications/media present people in different ways 

• What motivates ‘the media’ 

 

9. Undertake a further session on Bedrock Learning – ensure you use the new vocabulary 

learnt in school the next day (in either written or spoken tasks).  

 

10.  Enter a writing competition – Mrs Newman in the Library will be able to tell what you 

can enter in school or in local or national competitions. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FOOD & NUTRITION 
 

Year 7 



1. We have learned about heat transference in class.  Produce a sheet with pictures 
of two dishes that can be cooked using the 3 main methods of heat transference 
plus microwaving.  Write a description of each dish and explain why heat 
transference method is most appropriate 

2. Pasta is a popular staple food.  Collect pictures of 12 different types of pasta and 
name them.  Choose one type of pasta and describe a recipe you could make 
that uses it. In groups your class can produce a pasta cookery book. 

3. Produce a menu for a healthy option breakfast – explain why you have chosen 
the dishes on your menu and share breakfast ideas with the group. 

4. Create a rainbow nutrition image board showing different fruit and vegetables – 
why is eating a wide range of different coloured fruit and vegetables a good idea?   
Each class will select the best to create a rainbow nutrient classroom display 

5. Look back at your breakfast menu – consider the work we have done on nutrition 
and evaluate your chosen dishes – can you spot any nutritional problems? Share 
information with your class to show how you could rectify these? 

6. Design the decoration for a Christmas cake or yule log. Have a go at decorating a 
cake at home or after school cake club and show pictures to the group. 

7. We are looking and herbs and spices and also multicultural food – try to make a 
herb or spice map of the world. For example UK could be mint to eat as mint 
sauce with roast lamb.  Try to include a country from each part of the world; aim 
to include 10-15 countries. Be prepared to discuss your findings with the class in 
our herb and spice food lesson. 

8. We are looking at staple foods – make a multicultural staple food map of the 
world linking a staple food with a particular country.  For example UK could be 
wheat that makes bread.  Try to include 10-15 countries. Classes will submit best 
examples to form part of our year 7 staple food display. 

9. We have looked at the life stage diet of teenagers throughout this year.  Think of 
another life stage diet and research the nutritional needs for your chosen life 
stage. Produce an information leaflet that you can give to the group for 
discussion 

10. Fact find details of 5 common food allergies and write a few sentences 
explaining what these are. Find 5 recipes that people with these allergies could 
not eat and discuss how it would be possible to make the recipe suitable for them 
to eat; e.g. allergy to gluten, use gluten free flour to make bread. Produce an 
information leaflet that you can give to the group for discussion 

  



 

Year 8 

 

1. 2 week assignment: We are looking at developing skills in Food Preparation.  
We start with bakery skills. For weeks 1 and 2, choose two different bakery skills 
that we cover in class and make a different a bakery product that demonstrates 
those skills at home.  Write up your recipe and take a photograph of your end 
result; e.g. whisked sponge (we made a peach flan) you could make a Swiss 
Roll. These recipes can form part of a year 8 reference cookery book. 

2. Environmental and sustainable food production is a real concern.  Try to find a 
food manufacturing company that pays special attention of an area of 
environmental impact or sustainability and write a short biography of that 
company.  Include pictures to demonstrate their special efforts. Be prepared to 
share information with your group 

3. 2 week assignment: We are looking at developing skills in Food Preparation and 
we’ve been looking at main meals.  Identify two skills that we have used when 
we’ve cooked our dishes in class and use these to produce two meals of your 
own. Write up your recipe and take a photograph of your end result; e.g. we used 
a white sauce to make lemon chicken with rice.  You could use a white sauce to 
form the basis of a cheesy pasta dish. These recipes can form part of a year 8 
reference cookery book. 

4. We have covered a range of Food Preparation skills such as chopping, whisking, 
blending, mixing.  Look at the equipment we have used when tackling these 
skills.  Research Food Preparation in the year 1918 – what equipment would they 
have had available to them then to carry out these preparation skills and how did 
the equipment work. We will select the best examples to produce a food history 
display for year 8. 

5. Find out all you can about a Celebrity Chef.  Write a brief biography about them 
explaining why you think their influence on Food preparation is so important. 

6. Think about the influence of Fast Food outlets positioned close to schools on the 
obesity and health problems affecting young people in UK today. Form a group 
with three others and produce an information leaflet we can share with the whole 
year. 

7. What is the difference between Food Intolerances and Food Allergies?  Highlight 
six different food allergies or intolerance, try to find out the correct name for the 
condition and describe the symptoms.  What foods have been developed to help 
people who suffer these conditions, eat a more normal diet? For example, gluten 
free flour for those who are allergic to wheat protein. Form a group with three 
others and produce an information leaflet we can share with the whole year. 

8. Explain the difference between Intensive and non-intensive farming methods for 
food production. Give a ‘for’ and ‘against’ for each type.  Describe one food that 
can be produced using intensive farming methods and then explain how it can be 
produced non-intensively.  Make a list of the benefits and disadvantages of each 
method.  Form a group with three others and produce a power point presentation 
you can share with the class. 

 
 

 



GEOGRAPHY 
 

1. Donald Trump has said ‘I Don’t Believe in Climate Change’. To what extent do you agree 

with him? Create a presentation or written document to present your viewpoint. 

2. Watch the video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9iJZCXcmsfw and compose a 

letter to Brazilian President Michel Temer to explain why he should consider keeping the 

strict controls on deforestation in the Amazon. Focus on: 

• What had been done since 2000 to control deforestation rates in the Amazon? 

• Why were these controls necessary? 

• What are the risks of relaxing controls on deforestation rates in the amazon?  

3. ‘LICs and HICs can never be equal’. Present your viewpoint for this argument to the rest 

of the class. Use geographical terminology and try and be persuasive in your argument. 

4. Examine the impact of Brexit on the UK. Consider how this may affect different regions 

of the UK and what this could lead to 

5. Read article https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-42630898 on extending plastic bag 

charges in England to all shops. What effect do you think this will have on the amount of 

plastic pollution in the UK? Produce an information leaflet on what you think. 

6. Chose an NEE (Newly Emerging Economy) and create a presentation on that country. 

Focus on: 

• The history 

• What are the main industries there? 

• How are they beginning to emerge 

• What are some of the problems faced by your country? 

7. Read a geographical book by any author (travelogue, nature, political etc.) and write a 

review detailing its geographical accuracy and what you have learned from reading it. 

8. Create a game of Taboo focusing on earthquakes formation and plate boundaries. You 

must create cards with a word at the top and put four words underneath which you are 

not allowed to use when describing that word to your partner. Laminate these and use 

them as revision. 

9. Create an eco-home which would reduce our personal carbon footprint. Think of as 

many green technologies as possible that you could use to make your home as energy 

efficient as possible and reduce the carbon footprint as much as possible 

10. Create a fact file on a famous geographical person. Create a profile on them, their life 

and what they contributed to the field of Geography. This could be presented on paper 

or in a multimedia format (PowerPoint, Publisher etc.) 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9iJZCXcmsfw
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-42630898


 

HISTORY 
Year 7 term 1 History Homework 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In our history lessons this term we will be focussing on events in England from 1060 onwards. The Battle of Hastings 

and the Norman conquest are of great importance to us in terms of local and national history. However, there were 

lots of other equally significant and fascinating events taking place during this period in other parts of the world.  

Each week you will investigate a different topic by using the websites, videos and podcasts suggested. It is important 

that you answer all questions and ensure they are ready to review in class   

Week 1: Harald Hardrada and Hedeby 

Week 2: The Byzantine Empire 

Week 3: The Song Dynasty, China 

Week 4: The Mali Empire, West Africa 

Week 5: The Inca Empire, South America 

Week 6: The Ruik Dynasty, Kievan Rus 

Each student will be given a separate booklet from their history teacher outlining the tasks to be completed from the 

meanwhile, elsewhere website: https://meanwhileelsewhereinhistory.wordpress.com/what-is-meanwhile-

elsewhere/ 

 

 

https://meanwhileelsewhereinhistory.wordpress.com/what-is-meanwhile-elsewhere/
https://meanwhileelsewhereinhistory.wordpress.com/what-is-meanwhile-elsewhere/


 

Year 8 term 1 History Homework 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In our history lessons this term we will be focussing on events in England during the Tudor and Stuart period.  The 

Tudor and Stuart eras are of great importance to us in terms of local and national history. However, there were lots 

of other equally significant and fascinating events taking place during this period in other parts of the world. Each 

week you will investigate a different topic by using the websites, videos and podcasts suggested. It is important that 

you answer all questions and ensure they are ready to review in class each week.  

Week 1: Malleus Maleficarum, Germany 

Week 2: King John of Denmark 

Week 3: Ivan the Terrible, Russia 

Week 4: The German Peasants’ War 

Week 5: Grace O’Malley, Ireland 

Week 6: Witchcraft, Scotland 

 

Each student will be given a separate booklet from their history teacher outlining the tasks to be completed from the 

meanwhile, elsewhere website: https://meanwhileelsewhereinhistory.wordpress.com/what-is-meanwhile-

elsewhere/ 

 

 

 

https://meanwhileelsewhereinhistory.wordpress.com/what-is-meanwhile-elsewhere/
https://meanwhileelsewhereinhistory.wordpress.com/what-is-meanwhile-elsewhere/


LATIN & CLASSICS 
1. Weird and Wonderful Emperors 

You are a well-known historian and the emperor Constantine has asked you to find out 

what you can about one of his predecessors. 

Design a leaflet that you can give to him on one of the following emperors: 

• Augustus 

• Tiberius 

• Caligula 

• Nero 

• Domitian 

Include facts about their life and any pictures of statues of your chosen emperor you can 

find. Can you find any weird and wonderful stories about them to help Constantine work 

out whether they were a good or bad emperor? 

 

2. architectus sum! 

You are an architect and have been asked to build a luxury house in Pompeii for a very 

famous philosopher. 

Using the template of the domus Pompeiana, create a model of a house in Pompeii. You 

can use any material you like, but it must be 3D. For inspiration, check out the board 

outside of CL1, where you will see photos of Roman forts made of pasta, lego and wood! 

 

3. Time-Travelling Tom and Tina 

You are walking through the corridors of Cranbrook School and suddenly you hear a noise 

in a cupboard. You go to investigate and find yourself transported through time back to a 

Roman school. 

Write a diary entry about your day as “Tom” or “Tina” in ancient Rome. What sort of 

activities did you get up to and when? What happened at school in ancient Rome? 

 

 



4. “Hear ye! Hear ye! A vase painting competition is about to start!” 

You have been chosen to take part in a vase painting competition and the theme is 

Ancient Greece. 

a) Have a look at this website about Greek vases: https://greece.mrdonn.org/vases.html. 

Read the information about Greek vases and then click through to some of the extension 

activities. Can you make a Greek pot? What can pots tell us about life in Ancient Greece? 

b) Watch the little videos on Hercules and Medea. Now draw your own Greek pot on the 

template below, using a scene that you know from a Greek mythology story. 

 

 

 

https://greece.mrdonn.org/vases.html


5. quid est??? 

A new teacher has confronted you with a list of words that you do not understand and 

asked you to tell him what they mean! 

Can you find a word in English, or from another modern foreign language, that comes from 

the following Latin word? Then look up what the word means: 

Latin Word Derivations Latin meaning 

scribit   

pater   

canis   

dormit   

audit   

contentus   

spectat   

felis   

mater   

sedet   

panis   

frater   

sensit   

laborat   

stilus   

amor   

culina   

aqua   

apparet   

terra   

 

 

 

 



 

6. Great gods above! 

The gods and goddesses below have got themselves all mixed up! Can you work out who’s 

who? 

a) Can you complete the table below with the Greek and Roman names for the gods and 

goddesses and what they were god of? 

Greek god/goddess Roman god/goddess God/goddess of… 

Zeus   

 Juno  

  
Wisdom/battle 
strategy/crafts 

 Vulcan  

Aphrodite   

 Diana  

Apollo   

  The Hearth/Home 

 Bacchus  

  The sea 

Hades   

Demeter   

 Mars  

  
Messengers/ 

Thieves/Travellers 

 

b) Now create your own god or goddess. Think about their name, their appearance and 

their powers. Create a social media profile for your god or goddess. 

 

 

 

 

 



7. “Tell me, muse, the story of that resourceful man who was driven to wander far and 

wide after he sacked the holy citadel of Troy.” 

These are the opening lines to The Odyssey, a poem from Ancient Greece. 

Watch the following video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BCXRxD85Xc0 .  Can you 

draw a cartoon strip, similar to the video you have just watched, showing the story of the 

Odyssey? 

 

8. Time for tea! 

You are holding a dinner party in Ancient Rome and want to invite all your friends. 

a) Research Roman dinner parties. What food did they eat? 

b) Design an invitation to your dinner party. Be sure to tell your guests what is for dinner! 

 

9. The Baths at Bath! 

You have been employed by the great Roman baths at Aquae Sulis (Bath) as their 

marketing director. You have been told you need to increase the number of visitors. If you 

don’t, you might lose your job…or worse! 

Research the Roman baths at Bath and create a leaflet designed to entice an ancient Roman 

to the bath! You need to include pictures, information about what’s available and who can 

go there. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BCXRxD85Xc0


 

10. It’s all Greek to me! 

You are suddenly transported in time, back to ancient Athens. The rulers of the city call 

you before them and ask you who your family are and want you to draw a family tree. 

Using the letters below, can you draw your family tree, writing out the names in Greek 

letters? 

Greek Letter English Letter 

α a 

β b 

γ g 

δ d 

ε e (as in air) 

ζ z 

η E (as in Eat) 

θ th 

ι i 

κ k 

λ l 

μ m 

ν n 

ξ x 

ο o (as in hot) 

π p 

ρ r 

ςσ s 

τ t 

υ u 

φ ph 

χ ch 

ψ ps 

ω o (as in Oat) 

 

If you are missing a letter, just use the closest you can (eg use k for c) 



Maths 
Year 7 

 

1. Research different methods for multiplying 2 numbers together – you could consider: 
grid method, long multiplication, binary multiplication, Chinese multiplication (With 
lines), Genoese multiplication, Napier’s bones, or any other methods. 

2. Create a multimedia presentation on a real life situation where HCM/LCM is present. 
This could be a radio play, flick book, a video or a cartoon animation (using scratch or 
any equivalent software). 

3. Create a piece of art with as many triangles and quadrilaterals hidden within the 
imagery. Research shapes and patterns in well-known pieces of art and create a poster 
on one piece that particularly interests you. 

4. Design your own tessellation puzzle. http://www.tessellations.com/Puzzles.html for 
inspiration. 

5. Make a 3D square based pyramid and a net that makes a 3D pyramid. Hence try and find 
a formula for the surface area of a square based pyramid. An extension could be also to 
calculate the volume of this shape.  Use this site to make 3 pyramids that can fit 
together to create a cuboid: 
https://www.korthalsaltes.com/model.php?name_en=three%20pyramids%20that%20fo
rm%20a%20cube can you make the cuboid? How does this help you find the volume? 

6. Create a business plan for a shop selling ten items of your choice. Work out what you 
can buy the items for and what you can sell them for. Calculate your percentage profit. 
You could extend your business plan to include estimations on how much you would 
sell/profit you would make in one year. Consider other costs. 

7. Research one place that fractions, decimals or percentages are used in a real life 
situation.  

8. Create a revision guide on the 4 types of transformation. You could use multimedia to 
create a video, PowerPoint presentation, animation or moving poster.  

9. What is Average? Research what factors the “average person” would have – you can use 
physical attributes (height, hair colour, age) or preferences for music/TV shows etc. 
Create a poster or display or the average person. You may either use a sample of people 
you come into contact with (30+) or complete it as a global average using research from 
the internet. 

10. Correlation or causation? Find data to complete 2 scatter graphs. In the first find 2 
variables that have a positive correlation where one is influencing the other. Describe 
why you think one affects the other. In the second, can you find 2 sets of data that have 
a positive correlation but are in no way linked?  

 

 

 

http://www.tessellations.com/Puzzles.html
https://www.korthalsaltes.com/model.php?name_en=three%20pyramids%20that%20form%20a%20cube
https://www.korthalsaltes.com/model.php?name_en=three%20pyramids%20that%20form%20a%20cube


Year 8 

 

1. Research the history of surds? Who was using them first and why do we need them? 
Present your findings either on a poster, an essay or a video. 

2. Problem solving: Design a garden that includes as many 3 dimensional shapes as 
possible. Calculate the volume of everything in the garden. What assumptions have you 
made in your modelling here? 

3. What is a polynomial? Research the word polynomial and the keywords of: quadratics 
and indices. Find the roots in language of these words and explain how this helps us to 
understand what they are. 

4. Use an online graphing program (such as https://www.geogebra.org/graphing ) or 
graphical calculator to draw 10 or more quadratics. Can you look at the graphs and make 
any statements on what they generally look like. A quadratic could be y = 2x2 + 3x – 5: 
you should experiment with different values in the place of the 2, 3 and -5 and see how 
this affects your graph. 

5. Design a revision guide on ALL the angle facts you’ve seen so far – you could include 
triangles, straight lines, parallel lines, bearings, quadrilaterals, polygons or anything else 
to do with angles. You could make either an A5 booklet or A3 poster.  

6. “Imagine a world without numbers” – please write a short essay (one side) on how the 
world would be different if percentages never existed. You could consider different 
types of numbers and how their non-existence would impact us. 

7. Create a game based on probability. You should create the board or cards or whatever is 
needed to play the game. Find a partner (at school, or at home) to play the game 100 
times and investigate the results. Is your game fair? Are the results as expected? 

8. Conduct a probability experiment (you could use playing cards, a dice and counters in a 
bag, skittles…). You should write a brief summary of how you will conduct your 
experiment, what you think will happen (the theoretical probabilities) and then 
summarise your results (experimental probabilities). You need to be as scientific as you 
can. Draw any conclusions and compare your probabilities. 

9. Complete task 4 but for straight lines instead of quadratics. You may choose to do this 
task before task 9. Draw graphs of the shape y = ax + b, varying the numbers for a and b. 
Don’t forget to do negatives too. Summarise what you found and any generalisations 
you can make on the values of a and b. 

10. Research a mathematician – it can be anyone in the field of mathematics and create a 
profile on them, their life and their work. We’ll be interested to see what mathematics 
they are responsible for.  

 

 
 

https://www.geogebra.org/graphing


MFL 
 

 ACTIVITY 20MN 

SLOTS 

1  

Watch an age-appropriate French/ Spanish speaking film, write a review, 

present the film to your peers, explaining what you enjoyed most about 

it, and criticize what you didn’t’ enjoy so much/ what you would change.  

 

6 

2  

Investigate the life of a French / Spanish speaking singer/ band. Write 

an autobiography in English, including the name and topic of the artist’s 

main songs. Explain why you chose this artist. 

 

2 

3  

Chose one song from a French/ Spanish speaking artist you like the 

sound of. Print the lyrics, and using a dictionary only, have a go at 

translating words so that you can guess the meaning of the song. Spend 

20mn on this task. After 20mn, download the translation from the 

internet and compare it to your findings. 

Do a self-evaluation to appraise how well you managed the translation on 

your own. 

Does knowing the meaning increase your enjoyment of the song? 

 

2 

4  

Investigate the life of a French / Spanish speaking actor/ actress. 

Write an autobiography in English, including the name and topic of the 

artist’s main films. Explain why you chose this artist. 

 

2 

5  

French only. Download any poem from Jacques PREVERT in French. 

Using a dictionary only, have a go at translating words so that you can 

guess the meaning of the poem. Spend 20mn on this task. After 20mn, 

download the translation from the internet and compare it to your 

findings. 

Do a self-evaluation to appraise how well you managed the translation on 

your own. 

 

 

2 



6  

Investigate a French/ Spanish speaking country that is not France or 

Spain. 

Find out fact, figures about its geography, its traditions, its food, and 

the historical reason why it is French / Spanish speaking. 

Do a poster to advertise the country to English speaking tourist. 

 

3 

7  

Investigate a Spanish speaking town / region. 

Find out fact, figures about its geography, its traditions, its food, its 

history. 

If you have visited this place, add your personal views/ memories of this 

place. 

Do a poster to advertise the town/ region to English speaking tourist. 

 

3 

8  

Investigate a historical event that took place in a French / Spanish 

speaking country. Make fact file including as much detail as possible for 

your peers, and present this event to them, giving background about the 

country and the period, and the impact of this event in this country or 

other countries today. 

 

3 

9  

Investigate French / Spanish food. 

Make list of food in the target language and translate in English or 

illustrate on a poster. 

Download a the recipe of a French / Spanish dish in French / Spanish, 

and create a poster to help an English person understand it ; 

illustrations,  vocab box, etc… 

If this dish is particular to a region or is eaten at a specific time of 

year, illustrate this too 

Extra; Cook the food yourself and bring into your tutor group, explaining 

how you made it and the difficulties you found. Make a survey to see how 

your peers like it.   

 

3 /6 

10  

Investigate festivals taking place is a French/ Spanish speaking area. 

Write what happens during this festival, when and why it happens, 

whether you would like to attend or have attended it yourself. Create a 

poster to advertise it to English speaking tourists 

 

2 

 



 

PHILOSOPHY, ETHICS & RELIGION 

Research tasks for year 7 and 8 students  

 

Festivals 

who, what, where, why, when and how ? 

Research the answers to these questions in relation to one of the following -  

The Buddhist festival of Wesak 

The Christian festival of Christmas 

The Hindu festival of Holi 

The Islamic festival of Eid-ul-Adha 

The Jewish festival of Hanukkah 

The Sikh festival of Vaisakhi 

 

People of Faith  

who, what, where, why, when and how ? 

Research the answers to these questions in relation to one of the following –  

His Holiness the Dalai Lama 

 

Aung San Suu Kyi 

 

The Most Reverend Archbishop Desmond Tutu 

 

Coretta Scott King  

 

 



Philosophers 

who, what, where, why, when and how? 

Research the answers to these questions in relation to one of the following –  

Plato 

 

Kant 

 

Wollstonecraft 

 

Simone de Beauvoir 

 

 

Ethicists 

who, what, where, why, when and how? 

Research the answers to these questions in relation to one of the following –  

Peter Singer 

 

Jeremy Bentham  

 

Phillipa Foot 

 

David Hume  

 

Elizabeth Anscombe 

 

 



PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
 

1) Creation of CV Workout Builder where pupils have a large choice of cardiovascular 

endurance challenges of varying difficulty. Points are awarded based on the difficulty 

of the challenge and pupils must try to attain 100 points by combining different 

challenges in a lesson.  

Possible extension task: 

Create a weekly fitness training programme for a young athlete in the sport of your 

choosing. Consider the fitness demands of the sport and try to include activities that 

will enhance their performance in these areas.  

These demands could be; speed, cardiovascular endurance, muscular endurance, 

strength, power etc… 

 

2) Investigate the nutritional demands of a professional athlete in a sport of your 

choosing. Give an example of what this person might eat in a day. Justify the foods 

you have included and describe how their nutritional qualities will help the athlete 

perform at their best.  

The following video may assist you: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DeNiLbI8TSg 

 

3) Why is it important that we have rules in sport? Look up and write 10 rules for a 

major game that we play at the school. Rugby/Hockey/Netball/Basketball.  

 

4) Attend a sports match of your choice at school (or watch a game on TV) Write a 

match report, including some statistics. The link to our website for all our fixtures is 

below. https://www.schoolssports.com/school/Fixtures_Teams.asp?Id=364 

 

5) Cranbrook School has a Code of Conduct for sport which is displayed in four areas 

around school.  List the four areas you find them, take a photo in one of these areas 

and explain which rule you think is the most important.  Can you think of a new one 

that should be included? Please write this new code of conduct out in a succinct 

sentence. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DeNiLbI8TSg
https://www.schoolssports.com/school/Fixtures_Teams.asp?Id=364


6) Compare and contrast the way sport is presented in the tabloid and broadsheet 

newspapers, looking particularly at the gender balance, sports reported on, language 

used and images printed. 

 

7) For a sport of your choice research where and when your sport originated and what 

changes have occurred in that sport since it was introduced (equipment, rules etc.).  

Use images to help with the presentation (can be PowerPoint, booklet or poster). 

 

8) Research and create a case study on the refugee team who competed at the 2016 Rio 

Olympic Games.  

 

9) Design and create your own sport/game. You must come up with:  

• A name for your sport 

• A list of rules 

• Kits 

• Pitch layout 

• Scoring system  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PHYSICS 
1. What are the requirements for life on another planet? 

 
- Research what makes Earth capable of sustaining life. 

 
- Where is our nearest habitable planet? Draw a picture of what it would look 

like. 
 

2. Where does gold come from? 
 

- Gold is a metal element on the periodic table and is mined from underground.  
But where does it actually come from originally? 

3. Research the origins of the gold we find on earth.  
 

4. How do airbags work? 
 

- We know that seatbelts and airbags save lives, but how do airbags actually 
work? 

- Think about the physics behind how they work in addition to their design. 
Produce a poster about how to use airbags safely. 

 
5. Will fusion energy ever become a reality? 

 
- The Sun’s energy is generated through nuclear fusion; and requires extreme 

high temperatures and pressure to do so.  If we can get fusion to work on 
earth, it could solve the energy crisis. 

- Where are the different projects going on around the world to try and get 
fusion to work? 

- What methods are they using to try to make fusion happen?  
6. Research nuclear fusion and make a mind map of the different ways scientists are 

working to solve the 'energy crisis'. 
 

7. Ultrasound 
 

- A sound wave humans cannot hear, but humans have developed technology 
that harnesses ultrasound waves. 

- What are the uses of ultrasound?  Research the advantages of using 
ultrasound in each case. 

- Find a picture of an ultrasound of you as a baby in the womb or someone you 
know. What features can you see? 

 
 
 



8. Wind Turbines 
 

- A sizable portion of the UK’s energy comes from wind farms now. 
- Where is the best place to put a wind turbine farm? 
- What are the disadvantages to using wind power? 

 
9. Research where the next wind farms will be built in and around Kent. Do you agree with 

where they're situated? Write a draft letter to your MP supporting or disagreeing with 
the proposed site. 

 
10. Submarines 

 
- How does a submarine work?  Why do we not use submarines to travel (for 

tourism)?  
- Make an advertisement poster offering submarine travel to worldwide 

destinations. Highlight the conditions on board. 
 

11. Colour blindness 
 

- What is colour blindness?  What is it like to be colour blind?  Explain using 
concepts from the electromagnetic spectrum in a poster. 

 
12. Watch the movie Interstellar (12A)  – do you think earth is on track to worldwide 

famine?  What is a black hole? 
 

13. Watch the movie Contact (PG) – do you think is life on other planets? What do you think 
they might look like? Draw a picture of what you think life on another planet might look 
like. 

 
 

14. Watch 'Dangers of Static Brainiac' on YouTube. Is it dangerous to use your phone at a 
petrol station? Make a warning poster about the dangers of static.  
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